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Executive Summary 

Today’s IT, security and risk management executives live in constant fear of change.  Technology leaders are 
under continuous pressure to accelerate the pace of innovation, but most lack the means to fully assess the 
potential business repercussions of system configuration changes, application updates or new technology 
initiatives.  As a result, IT leaders often postpone critical technology launches, impairing business 
performance. Worse still, most organizations have no way to simulate sophisticated cyberattacks and other 
potential business-impacting events.  Unable to demonstrate they can quickly recover from cyber incidents 
many businesses simply live with excessive risk.  

The CyberVR Enterprise Resilience Software Platform from VM2020 Solutions helps IT, InfoSec and 
compliance leaders overcome the fear of change by ensuring business-critical applications can withstand or 
quickly recover from adverse incidents. CyberVR creates fully functional data copies of production systems 
with the click of a button, providing a realistic sandbox to run simulations, test changes, prove out recovery 
methods and establish concrete evidence for customers, board members and regulators.  The software-
based solution lets you efficiently validate cybersecurity, change management, DevOps and business 
continuity operations, helping increase confidence and reduce exposure, without purchasing or maintaining 
additional hardware. 

With CyberVR you can: 

• Increase resiliency and reduce risk by responding rapidly to attacks, disasters, application changes 
with unintended consequences, and other business-disrupting events. 

• Improve and demonstrate readiness by conducting full-scale tests—quickly, easily and cost-
effectively—without impacting production workloads. 

• Dramatically simplify operations with one-click setup and configuration wizards.  

• Boost economics by turning idle disaster recovery resources into productive IT assets.   

• Streamline data center modernization initiatives by fully validating applications and workloads before 
transitioning them to the cloud 

This paper reviews some of the challenges digital transformation poses for technology and business leaders, 
and explains how CyberVR can help you overcome the fear of change and achieve the best of both worlds: 
business agility and enterprise resiliency. 
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The Agility vs Resiliency Dilemma 

Businesses are under constant pressure to accelerate the pace of innovation to maintain a competitive edge 
in today’s global digital economy.  Digital transformation initiatives, agile development processes, 
continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) practices, and DevOps methodologies can help 
enterprises optimize operations and accelerate business agility. But security fears, stability concerns and 
system constraints can stand in the way.  

Mobile applications and cloud services have eroded the once well-defined enterprise network perimeter, 
exposing businesses to increasingly sophisticated and damaging cyberattacks.  And legacy IT systems and 
practices, designed to support traditional applications and services, can hinder IT agility, hamper digital 
technology adoption and impair business performance. 

Digital transformation has made IT essential to business operations, and made system availability a top 
priority for IT leaders.  Many IT organizations are reluctant to introduce any system configuration or 
application changes that can cause downtime or disrupt productivity.  As a matter of fact, it takes the 
average IT organization an average of 102 days to patch vulnerabilities.1  

On the one hand, IT organizations find tempting to reduce risk by slow rolling patches and minimizing 
change.  On the other hand, they are actually increasing risk by not promptly addressing known 
vulnerabilities. According to one study, nearly 60% of organizations that suffered a data breach cite as the 
culprit a known vulnerability for which they had not yet patched.2 And industry analysts say the average 
total cost of a data breach now exceeds $3.9M.3  

There’s a simple explanation for this paradox: assessing the impact of change is a significant challenge for 
most organizations.  The systems and practices most organizations use to evaluate cyber risk are insufficient. 
Most organizations lack the means to simulate complex incidents like a multifaceted security breach, or to 
evaluate how application changes might affect production workloads. Operating a full-scale copy of a 
production data center for simulation and test purposes is cost-prohibitive and impractical. According to 
Gartner, building a dedicated cyber range from scratch can cost as much as $1.5 million.4 And conducting 
simulations on a live production network can impact business-critical operations and is simply not an option.  

 

1 2018 State of Endpoint Security Risk, Ponemon Institute, 2018 
2 Unpatched Vulnerabilities the Source of Most Data Breaches, Dark Reading, April 5, 2018 
3 IBM Security Cost of a Data Breach Report, Ponemon Institute, 2019 
4 Boost Resilience and Deliver Digital Dexterity with Cyber Ranges, Gartner, September 12, 2019. 

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/468115/whitepapers/state-of-endpoint-security-2018.pdf
https://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/unpatched-vulnerabilities-the-source-of-most-data-breaches/d/d-id/1331465
https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach
https://web.securityinnovation.com/gartner-report-cyber-ranges
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Unable to effectively evaluate risk and demonstrate readiness, IT and business leaders are often left with 
two bad choices: limit the pace of innovation and fall behind the competition, or introduce changes and 
accept some unknown level of risk. Powerless to prove they can recover from business-impacting events, 
many organizations risk reputational damage and financial loss. 

As digital transformation takes hold and businesses become more and 
more dependent upon technology, organizations must move beyond 
traditional disaster recovery and business continuity systems, and find 
better ways to assess the impact of change, demonstrate 
preparedness and manage risk. Forward-looking organizations are 
introducing new systems and practices that fuse people, processes and 
technology to improve resiliency and accelerate business agility.  

Enterprise resilience is the ability of an organization to anticipate, 
prepare for and adapt to change.  Whether experiencing a natural 
disaster, enduring a cyberattack or launching a new technology initiative, a resilient enterprise can respond 
to unplanned incidents while remaining operational. Better still, a resilient enterprise can learn from adverse 
events and evolve. A resilient enterprise cannot only survive, but thrive in a world of change. 

CyberVR Delivers the Best of Both Worlds: Business Agility and Enterprise 
Resiliency 

The CyberVR Enterprise Resilience Software Platform from VM2020 Solutions is specifically designed to help 
IT, risk management and information security leaders overcome the fear of change.  The software-based 
solution creates a realistic sandbox to run simulations, assess vulnerabilities and evaluate recovery 
measures.  CyberVR helps ensure your IT systems and business-critical applications can withstand or quickly 
bounce back from adverse internal or external cyber events, without the expense or complexity of additional 
hardware.   

CyberVR transforms your disaster recovery site into a virtual cyber range for a fraction of the price of a 
dedicated platform. Gartner believes cyber ranges can help maintain digital dexterity, increase 
organizational awareness, remove technology adoption barriers, and improve business outcomes. With a 
cyber range “security and risk management leaders can run exercises that replicate real-life scenarios and 
assess the response of executives and business unit leaders in a more interactive environment. Moreover, a 
cyber range can provide a lab where ideas and new cybersecurity products, technologies, and methodologies 
can be validated, tested, and assessed to establish and enable trust in a digital security practice.”5 

With CyberVR, you can create fully functional replicas of production systems in mere minutes, with the click 
of a button and efficiently validate cybersecurity, change management, DevOps and business continuity 
operations—all with zero impact to production workloads. The solution lets you carry out cyber exercises 

 

5 Boost Resilience and Deliver Digital Dexterity with Cyber Ranges, Gartner, September 12, 2019. 

enterprise resilience 
noun 

The ability to withstand or quickly 
recover from adverse incidents like 
cyberattacks. Different than 
reliability, which is the ability to 
maintain continuous availability in 
the wake of hardware, power or 
network failures. 

https://web.securityinnovation.com/gartner-report-cyber-ranges
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and prove enterprise resilience through a multiplayer videogame-like operational experience at data-center 
scale, without the purchasing or managing additional infrastructure. Ideal for agile development practices 
and multidisciplinary teams, CyberVR is easy to use, requiring no special IT system administrative knowledge, 
training or privileges. 

CyberVR delivers the best of both worlds: business agility and enterprise resiliency, helping you accelerate 
the pace of innovation, without compromising availability or security.  The solution lets you demonstrate 
readiness to executives, board members and regulators; helps you establish digital trust with internal and 
external customers; and lets you efficiently isolate and gracefully recover from issues, while preserving key 
evidence required for forensics or cyber insurance. A resilient enterprise can grow with confidence, rolling 
out differentiated applications and introducing new digital business models quickly and securely. 

Resilient Software Platform Lets You Anticipate and Respond to Change 

CyberVR protects and extends previous infrastructure investments by turning underutilized data center or 
disaster recovery site resources into productive IT assets.  With CyberVR you can conduct realistic 
cybersecurity drills and execute full-scale DevOps tests without deploying additional IT infrastructure or 
impairing production applications. Unlike competitive solutions that simply replicate certain production 
environment configuration parameters, with CyberVR you can create fully functional copies of your 
production environment (networks, servers, data, VMs) in minutes, with the click of a button.  

 

The CyberVR Resilience Life Cycle Helps Mitigate Risk Before, During and After Incidents 
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Auto-discovery capabilities and set up wizards dramatically simplify deployment and operations. Developers 
and application owners can effortlessly spin up full development or test environments. IT and security teams 
can identify and remediate vulnerabilities, apply patches, harden environments, and plan application 
rollouts and upgrades—efficiently and cost-effectively—without fear of unintended consequences.  

The versatile CyberVR solution supports a wide range of functionality to help you mitigate cybersecurity, 
change management and DevOps risk before, during and after incidents, as summarized in the table below.  

 

Leverage CyberVR Before, During and After Cyber Incidents 
Before – Improve Readiness 
Run live ammunition tests on real-world environments to assess threats 
Conduct in-depth cyber drills and war games to simulate attacks and response 
Practice cyber analysis, forensics and recovery techniques 
Validate remediation—test out patches, configuration changes and software updates in 
stages without impacting production systems 
Manage tool sprawl – consolidate development tools and functionality 
During – Improve Response and Recovery 
Triage active attacks—analyze and isolate incidents in real-time  
Contain threats before they take hold and spread throughout the business 
Recover to multiple points in time to assess damage progression and run what-if scenarios 
Preserve critical evidence for prevention, prosecution and insurance 
After – Learn and Evolve 
Perform advanced forensics—determine the root cause of an attack and identify the state of 
environment at various points of the attack 
Develop muscle memory  
Train and optimize artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms using real-world 
data 
 

Transform Your Disaster Recovery Site into a Virtual Cyber Range 

CyberVR makes enterprise resilience affordable and practical. The flexible, software-based solution works 
with a variety of hyperconverged infrastructure platforms, SAN solutions, and data protection and recovery 
tools.  

CyberVR intelligently connects to various production data center components, and leverages advanced 
snapshot capabilities, software-defined networking and hypervisor functionality to create fully functional, 
but isolated clones of your production network and application environment on your idle data center or 
disaster recovery systems.  You can use these full-scale replicas to discover, assess, mitigate and remediate 
advanced cybersecurity incidents and complex application and environmental issues, without affecting your 
production systems. 
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You can spin up any number of replicas concurrently.  And you can easily restore applications to an earlier 
point in time to pinpoint problems and return to a known working state. Advanced storage snapshot cloning 
management lets you maintain multiple images with minimal disk space. And snapshots are resilient to 
hackers and malware for ultimate peace of mind. 

Most importantly, CyberVR’s built-in exercises and drills take full advantage of all these technological 
innovations.  With CyberVR, security, compliance, development and IT operations professionals with no 
advanced system privileges, special product training or expertise can run simulations and carry out tests to 
identify vulnerabilities, isolate threats, validate fixes and resolve issues. Each functional organization or team 
member can create, instrument and automate complete, distinct clones of your production environment.  
And interdisciplinary teams can work together to carry out cybersecurity exercises like red team versus blue 
team, and capture the flag competitions to extend resiliency.   

 

CyberVR Functional Overview  
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SIDEBAR 

 
The Bone & Joint Center of Albany, New York used CyberVR to methodically validate a business-critical 
software upgrade before putting it into production.  The healthcare provider spun up a full replica of its 
production data center environment in a CyberVR bubble, upgraded the enterprise application server and 
agent software, and discovered a variety of system configuration issues and incompatibilities related to the 
new software release. 

The IT team used the CyberVR bubble to test corrective measures, and developed a step-by-step plan for 
rolling out the new software in production without disruption.  By following proven and well-understood 
processes, the Bone & Joint Center was able to carry out the upgrade without impairing business-critical 
services.   

 

 
 

SIDEBAR 

 

Central One Federal Credit Union uses CyberVR to improve testing, training and compliance.  The credit 
union was using its production data center as a testing and training environment—a risky proposition that 
involved configuring virtual compute and networking resources on live data center systems, and required a 
detailed understanding of VMware and NSX.   Central One turned to VM2020 to simplify operations and 
reduce risk. 
 
With CyberVR Central One can use its secondary data center as a full-function test and training environment.  
The VM2020 solution is extremely easy to use and requires no special expertise. With CyberVR, Central One 
was able to set up five test and training environments in a little over ten minutes, with only a handful of 
mouse-clicks—a process that used to take days with the previous approach.  Generalists can now execute 
compliance tests quickly and easily, and the credit union can now conduct the tests quarterly instead of 
annually.  Better still, with CyberVR, testing and training exercises are safely conducted in the secondary 
data center, without jeopardizing production workloads. 
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SIDEBAR 

Applying Video Game Mechanics to Data Center Operations 

CyberVR applies Video Game Mechanics concepts to achieve outstanding user satisfaction and high product 
utilization. Application developers, Security specialists, and IT operations teams can conduct fast-paced, 
highly realistic cyber exercises.  With CyberVR you can set up “games” in no time at all, with a click of the 
button. You can “play” whenever you want, either alone, or against others to foster collaboration, team-
building and cross-pollination. The CyberVR video game mechanics concepts are evident by allowing users 
to: 

• Choose fully realistic landscapes at specific points in time. 

• Select specific tools and “weapons” to support individual or team objectives. 

• Save progress as checkpoints. 

• Spawn alternative strategies from checkpoints. 

• Change tools and weapons along the way to improve outcomes. 

• “Die” many times before achieving your objectives. 

• Train and educate others. 
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Conclusion 

Today’s IT and security leaders are forced to accept excessive fear and uncertainty, unable to adequately 
assess the business risks imposed by continuously evolving technology and increasingly sophisticated cyber 
threats.  CyberVR builds IT confidence and improves digital trust by strengthening enterprise resiliency, 
ensuring business-critical applications and services can withstand or rapidly recover from adverse internal or 
external cyber incidents. 

CyberVR turns your underutilized data center or disaster recovery site resources into a full function, full-
scale “operational cyber range”, providing a realistic, yet affordable sandbox to validate cyber security, 
change management, DevOps, and business continuity functions without impacting production workloads.  
Easy to use, CyberVR lets developers and application owners spin up a complete development or test 
environment with the click of a button. The solution improves IT agility and availability, helping businesses 
accelerate the pace of innovation while reducing risk and uncertainty. CyberVR improves digital trust giving 
CEOs critical evidence for customers, boards of directors, and regulators. 

To learn how CyberVR Enterprise Resilience Software Platform can help you overcome the fear of change, 
demonstrate readiness and improve digital trust contact VM2020 today. 

 

CyberVR Accelerates Business Agility and Improves Enterprise Resiliency 
Without CyberVR With CyberVR 
Use production systems for testing and 
simulation 

Use idle data center or DR resources for 
testing and simulation 

Manually intensive, time-consuming and 
error-prone setup takes hours 

One-click setup takes just minutes 

Special training, domain expertise and admin 
privileges required 

Easy-to-use; no special training, expertise or 
access privileges required 

Scaled-down, incomplete test environment 
conceals potential real-world issues 

Full-scale, full-function replica of production 
environment exposes all potential issues 

Simulations and tests can impair production 
workloads 

Simulations and tests have no impact on 
production workloads 

No evidence-based proof of resilience Evidence-based proof of resilience instills 
confidence 

 

 

  

https://www.vm2020.com/contact-us
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About VM2020 Solutions 

VM2020 Solutions helps organizations overcome the fear of change that dangerously amplifies their 
exposure to both internal and external risk factors. The company’s solutions finally make Enterprise 
Resilience affordable and practical by providing executives with capabilities to prove their organization’s 
ability to recover from disruptions to business applications and systems. 

VM2020’s mission is to make possible the notion that updating and enhancing information-driven 
operations can deliver business benefits without any unintended consequences. One of the company’s core 
values is delivering solutions that catalyze the creativity and agility of multidisciplinary teams, allowing them 
to thrive by making better use of existing investments and eliminating the Agility vs. Reliability dilemma.  

VM2020 Solutions is a member of the HPE Partner Ready for Technology Partner Program and a recipient of 
the 2018 “HPE Momentum Technology Partner of the Year” award. In 2017, CIO Magazine recognized 
VM2020 Solutions as one of its “20 Most Promising Disaster Recovery Solutions Providers.” 
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